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ABSTRACT: The 57 km long Alp Transit Gotthard railway tunnel crossing from north to south the Swiss Alps is actually under
construction. A monitoring network was installed to measure surface deformations in the vicinity of three large arch dams under
passed by the tunnel. For approximately three years this network has been supplying data, which are regularly examined and
evaluated. In one of the six monitored sites, known as Val Termine, cyclic deformations of the valley flanks beyond any expectation have been recorded. From the analysis of the measurements, the thermal origin for the deformation could be eliminated. A
simulation that takes into account a fissured rock mass subject to seasonal water table changes successfully reproduced the annual
pattern of deformation. Material relations of the saturated fissured rock are established on the basis of available geological information and the FES model. Two simulations are undertaken applying surface infiltrations obtained from the hydrologic cycles of
the catchment areas considering precipitations and the thawing of snows. The difference between the simulations is that the first
one is a post prediction confirming the hydraulic origin of the deformation and the second one is a back analysis in which the parameters of the fissured gneiss were adjusted to accurately reproduce the measured deformations.

1. INTRODUCTION
The 57 km long AlpTransit Gotthard railway tunnel
is currently under construction with approx. 54% of
the excavation completed. Based on the experience
gained with the St. Gotthard highway tunnel completed in 1980 and leading to 12 cm surface settlement 800 m above the tunnel, a network of measuring profiles has been installed along the alignment
of the future AlpTransit tunnel. In addition to conventional geodetic surveys, a total of six permanently installed measuring stations are monitoring
the valleys flanks in the vicinity of three large arch
dams located approx. 1.5 km above the tunnel axis.
The increase of the effective stresses due to the tunnel excavation will produce surface displacements,
which will consequently result in some deformations of the valley flanks at the dam sections. Limiting deformations concerning valley closing, widening and shearing that may affect the safety and the
operability of each dam were established by specific
static analyses. Each of the six permanently monitored sites is designed to detect relative surface deformation by automated geodetic measurements.

The network has been delivering measurements
regularly over a period of three years. Measurements are constantly examined and evaluated. In
one of the monitored sites, known as Val Termine,
particularly relevant transversal seasonal deformations up to 14 mm have been detected. The flanks
move towards and away from each other recurrently
during a period of a year. Following various checks
of the geodetic instruments and the use of a different measurement method, the reality of the displacements was definitively assessed excluding a
seasonal drift of the measuring instruments. It was
then assumed that the deformations could be caused
by the seasonal temperatures variations of the rocks
or by cyclic variations of the underground water
level. After examining the measurements in detail,
the first assumption was discarded due to the extent
of the surface deformations and the disagreement
between the temperature and the deformation profiles. Only the second assumption was thus further
considered and a specific analysis was carried out in
order to evaluate the plausibility of relatively large
surface deformation due to seasonal variations of
the water table in a fissured rock mass.

2. VAL TERMINE
Val Termine is a valley southwest of the Santa
Maria reservoir as shown in Figure 1. Two valleys
run into the reservoir from the south. On the left
side Val Termine runs from SW to NE and on the
right side runs a valley in the shape of a saddle at
the top of which the Lucomagno pass is situated.
Figure 1 shows the alignment of the AlpTransit base
tunnel and in red the measuring points monitored
with the permanently installed survey system.

in a one-year period. The flanks of the valley move
mainly in the transverse direction. Longitudinal deformations are negligible.

Fig. 2. Measuring site with the location of the Tachymeter and
reflectors.

Figure 3 shows the typical relative distance variations over a period of 1 year of the points 1006,
1007 and 2005 relatively to 2001. The 1006-2001
segment, following approximately the valley axis,
shows nearly no distance variation during the considered period.

Fig. 1. Val Termine location. In red is the route of the AlpTransit Gothard base tunnel. In black is the cross-section of
the model domain. Red dots are the monitored points.

3. MEASUREMENTS
An automated total station (Tachymeter, Model
TCA2003) is located near the bottom of Val Termine measuring the distances to reflectors. The
measurements are carried out during the night in
order to reduce distortions due to thermal effects.
The measured distances are then transformed into
transverse, longitudinal and vertical relative deformations referred to a reference date (15.09.2002).
Figure 2 illustrates the position of the total station
(Tachymeter) and of the reflectors that will also be
specified subsequently as measurement points. The
figure shows equally the route of the Gotthard base
tunnel to be excavated approx. 1500 m below the
valley bottom. It should be mentioned that to date
the excavation has not reached Val Termine.
Measurements show that the flanks of the valley
move together and away from each other cyclically

Fig. 3. Horizontal deformation of reflectors 1006, 1007 and
2005 respectively to 2001 from October 2003 to October
2004. Increase in deformation is for valley opening.

Transversally, relevant distance variations are recorded on the segments located between the valley
flanks. Recordings of transverse deformations as
high as 14 mm have been made. Distances are
minimal between July and August, while they are
maximal at the end of April and at the beginning of
May. The distance decrease is very rapid with a
time difference between the maximum and the
minimum of approximately three months only. The
observed displacements are in disagreement with a
seasonal thermal behaviour which would show six

months between a maximum and a minimum. The
analysis of the measurements has proven to be of
great importance since it can be concluded that the
phenomenon is primarily two-dimensional. Thus,
two-dimensional modelling using a transverse section is sufficient for the attempt to ascertain the
causes of the recorded movements. In addition, the
analysis can be carried out without any consideration of thermal effects. In fact cyclic rock deformations due to seasonal thermal effects do not exceed
±0.5 mm and are thus an order of magnitude smaller
than the recorded deformations. This approach
greatly simplifies the analysis.
4. INFILTRATION
A basic assumption of modelling is that the infiltrations follow an annual cycle. They stem from rainfall and snowmelt. The infiltration surveys [1] indicate the average infiltration on the basis of measurement of precipitations, snowmelt and the hydrologic balance of the catchment area. Typical monthly
infiltration over a year is shown on Figure 4. The
mean infiltration value is estimated to be 100
mm/year over the catchment area. As water infiltrates only if the water table is below the ground surface, infiltrations will be scaled to the effectively infiltrated surface which is delimited by the of non-wet
to wet areas.

according to surface surveys carried out by the geologists [2]. The indications given by the geologists
were used to define the parameters of the FES
model used in the numerical analyses as described
in the following section.
5.1. FES Model
The FES model was conceived in the 1980's by
Lombardi [3] and is used to determine the material
and hydraulic relations of Fissured, Elastic and
Saturated rocks. The principal idea of the FES
model is that the transmission of forces through fissures is done at the contact area of the faces of the
discontinuity and at the solid liquid interface. The
contact surface increases with compression while
the fissure opening and available space for water are
reduced. Figure 5 schematises the behaviour of a
fissure under compression and introduces the main
geometrical parameter of the FES model. These are
related to the profile and the location of the fissures.
The main parameters are the maximum opening, the
distance between the fissures and the distance between the contact points (asperities), noted “e”, “d”
and “a” respectively.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of a fissured rock using the
main FES parameters.
Fig. 4. Annual distribution of the infiltration due to snowmelt and rainfall.

5. MATERIALS AND FES MODEL
The representative properties of the fissured
gneissic rocks of Val Termine have been determined in collaboration with a team of geologists
involved in the construction of the Gothard base
tunnel. No drillings are available in the immediate
vicinity of the considered site in order that the geological and geomechanical model was established

The calculation of the deformation under a given
state of stress is done with a numerical code specifically developed by Lombardi, allowing to simulate
the behaviour and the deformation of contact zones.
The flow of water is calculated by integrating
Poiseuille flow for every opening of the fissures.
The flux is then divided by the pressure gradient to
establish the equivalent hydraulic conductivity. The
material relations of the fissured rock are obtained
by varying the pressure and the applied load and by
recording the deformations, flux and hydraulic con-

ductivities obtained. An automation of the procedure will provide the material relations according to
the shape of the fissures and its parameters as already indicated. A database containing typical
shapes of asperities and fissures geometries has
evolved over time.
It is important to note that the FES model is an active concept since the material relations are computed. It is not a set of formulas, which result from
a qualitative description of the rocks.
5.2. Multi sets of fissures and FES model
A digital code that computes according to the FES
model the material relations of a rock that contains
one set of parallel fissures is actually available.
Generally rock masses contain more than one set of
fissures. An extension of the FES code to rocks with
several sets of fissures still needs to be developed.
Meanwhile, the one set FES code is used in combination with Morland’s assumption in the case that
there is more than one set of fissures. Morland [4]
assumed that the deformation of a fissured rock is
the sum of the deformations of the rock matrix and
that of the sets. By adopting Morland’s assumption,
the material relations are calculated using the following procedure. Firstly, calculate the material relations for the rock mass with the FES numerical
code considering one set of fissures at a time. Secondly, separate the effect of the fissures from the
one of the matrix. Finally, put the contributions of
the various sets in tensor form and add them to the
mean deformation tensor of the rock matrix. A similar procedure is used for the hydraulic behaviour
considering that total flow is the resultant of the sets
flow and an impermeable matrix.
5.3. Material relations
The team of geologists established the geological
model of Val Termine based on geological surveys
at the surface and on some observations made during the excavations of tunnels in similar geological
formations. From the geological point of view, Val
Termine belongs to the Gothard Massif. The rock is
a striated gneiss (Streifengneiss) and the rock mass
is characterized by various families of parallel fissures. Table 1 contains information on the direction
and dip of each family of fissures and their spacing
as obtained from the geological survey. To be able
to apply the FES model and obtain the material relations, additional information is needed concerning
the fissures geometry, their openings and the mean
distances between their contact points. These data

were estimated based on additional information
provided by the geologists who drew up a list of
average values of the elastic modulus and hydraulic
conductivities that are used at the tunnel level in the
main three directions.
Set
KS
KIa
KIb
KII

Dip direction [°]
010
250
270
075

Dip [°]
60
80
70
75

d [mm]
125
250
250
250

Table 1. Main sets of fissures of the striated gneiss. ”d” is the
average distance of the fissures (Ks is schistosity).

The missing parameters “e” and “a” that are needed
for the FES model and shown on Fig 5 were varied
to reproduce an overall hydro-mechanical behaviour
compatible with the rock properties indicated in Table 2 considering the pre-excavation state of stress
at the tunnel depth. For the fissures geometry the
profile number 4 of the Lombardi database was selected. The initial opening, noted e, is 0.25 mm for
the KS set and 0.5 mm for the others. The distance
of the contact points (asperities), noted a, is 30 mm
for the KS set and 60 mm for the others.
North - South
East - West
Vertical

E [GPa]
30
25
25

K [m/s]
1 E-7
2 E-8
1 E-7

Table 2. Estimated rock properties at the elevation of the
Gothard base tunnel used for the calibration of some fissures
parameters.

Figures 6 and 7 show the shape of the material relations as obtained with the FES model in the principal directions. The stress-strain relations of Figure 6
represents the global rock mass deformability due to
the families of fissures mentioned in Table 1. The
deformability of the rock matrix is thereby not considered.

Fig. 6. Computed relations of the stress-deformation contribution of the fissures in the main directions of Val Termine.

Figure 7 shows the decrease of the permeability
with the stress increase according to the FES model
assumptions.

Fig. 7. Computed relations of the stress-hydraulic conductivities in the main directions of Val Termine.

6. THE GEOMETRICAL DOMAIN
The domain used for the simulations was selected
on the basis of two considerations. Firstly, Val
Termine deformations are mainly transversal, therefore the domain is to be selected inside a transversal
section of the valley. Secondly, the majority of
measuring points or reflectors, seven out of nine,
are placed along two planes quasi transversal to Val
Termine. The lines of the vertical planes A-A are
shown on Figure 1. A section on these planes thus
contains the majority of the reflectors with an intersection at (702500, 154472, 2050) according to the
Swiss topographic metric coordinates. The last
number is the altitude in meter above sea level. Figure 8 illustrates the cross section A-A of Figure 1
with the measurement points considered in the
analysis. The domain that has been used for the
simulation is also indicated in the figure.

Fig. 8. Cross section A-A which location is shown in Fig.1
and geometrical domain.

In general the dimensions of a numerical domain
should be set as parameters if no information are
available on the extension of the phenomena to be
simulated. Since in the present case a cyclic behaviour of diffusive phenomena is studied and only the
horizontal relative displacements are of interest, a
model with the base situated at el. 1700 m a.s.l. is

considered adequate for the analyses. The required
model depth increases as diffusivity and cycle duration increase. It can be shown by using the values
given in Table 2 that cyclic infiltration will be at
most felt up to a depth of 400 meters. The transverse dimension of the model is given by the first
mountain peaks, which are coincidentally located at
equal distance from the valley axis. They are 1400
meters apart. Moreover, they have similar altitudes
that exceed slightly 2300 m a.s.l.
The domain is then meshed with a regular grid
composed of iso-parametric elements. The digital
code P0759, which was developed by Lombardi
Engineering to simulate hydro-mechanical behaviour of rock masses of large dimensions was used to
carry out two series of simulations. These are described in the following sections. A succinct description of the digital code and the equations that
are integrated using space finite elements and time
finite differences were presented at Biot 3rd conference in Oklahoma [5].
7. FIRST SIMULATION /POST PREDICTION
The first simulation uses the available infiltration
and geological information as already described in
the previous sections. It can be considered as a post
prediction with the purpose to qualitatively validate
the assumption that the measured deformations of
the valley flanks are due to seasonal variations of
the water table. It is not a back analysis in which
parameters are adapted to reproduce the observed
deformations.
7.1. Operation mode
The infiltrations that are shown in Figure 4 are applied on the upper surface of the model. The infiltrations are reproduced with a one-year period until
a repetitive cyclic state of the pressures distribution
is established. Simulations show that in the present
case ten years are sufficient to obtain an identical
annual cycle when the initial state is selected randomly without any particular consideration.
However various successive simulation steps are
necessary to obtain a complete and correct annual
cycle. Firstly, the separation between infiltration
and saturated areas with outflows (springs) near the
valley bottom, have to be correctly established during the complete cycle. Infiltrating water feeds the
water table, which then rises approaching to the surface. When the rock mass becomes saturated up to

the surface, water flows directly into superficial waterways. During winter the infiltrations decrease or
cease completely. The water table drops and separates progressively from the surface. Saturated areas
occupy only the bottom of the valleys and their lateral extension varies during the year. The separation
between the infiltrating and saturated surfaces was
adapted after each calculation step. A second aspect, which has to be considered, is that some local
adjustments are required in order to simulate in each
step a realistic profile of the water table. For example, a suspended water table with a high gradient
where there is no surface watercourse is unrealistic.
Should this occur, the model is prompted to lower
the water away from the ground surface. On the
other hand, in the case of a rising water table, water
is allowed to flow out when it reaches the surface
otherwise it will create an unrealistic pressure under
the surface. Finally it has to be considered that the
average yearly infiltration was assumed of 100
mm/year as suggested by the hydrological studies.
The mean infiltration over the non-saturated surfaces was thus scaled by a factor of 1.45 to satisfy
this condition. This factor depends obviously from
the ratio between the saturated and non-saturated
(infiltrating) surfaces.
7.2. Prediction
The simulation calculates the annual water flow and
the associated deformation of the rock mass. All of
the intermediate states between first January and the
end of December are obtained.
The comparison between the measured and the calculated deformation led to some unexpected results.
In absolute terms, it was noticed that the calculated
deformations were significantly smaller than the
measured ones. The maximal measured deformation
reaches 14 mm while the calculated deformation
reached only 2 mm. The absolute deformations of
the flanks depend on the number and assumed mechanical properties of the fissures. Despite this significant difference in the absolute values, the obtained shapes of the measured and calculated deformation are very similar as shown in Figure 9. At
the beginning of May, when the snowmelt starts the
spacing of the flanks of the valley is maximal. The
distance decreases rapidly during the snowmelt
reaching the minimum in August. It can be noted
that the simulation reproduces almost perfectly the
annual measured evolution, with a slightly slower
distance decrease of the valley flanks. This is an
encouraging result since it confirms the basic as-

sumption that the measured cyclic deformations are
due to seasonal variations of the water table in the
rock mass. However in general terms the study is
confirming that a fissured rock mass subject to cyclic variations of the water table is deforming elastically as stated by the FES model. The amount of
these deformations depend from the mechanical and
hydraulic properties of the rock mass and in particular of the fissures.

Fig. 9. Normalised calculated and measured surface deformations.

Figure 10 illustrates three calculated positions of the
water table, of which two are extreme positions.
The level of the water table varies by approximately
50 m between its highest and lowest positions. The
minimum level is reached in April and the maximum level in August. The third state is an intermediate state in the period where the water table is
drawing down because of reduced infiltration. In
January the surface is covered with snow and infiltration is negligible. In fact, infiltration ceases with
the first snow in November until April.

Fig. 10. Calculated profiles of the water table in April, August
and January.

8. SECOND SIMULATION/BACK ANALYSIS
The second simulation was undertaken with the
purpose to better reproduce the amplitude of the annual measured deformations between valley flanks.

The simulation is using the results of the first analysis by modifying the fissures parameters to obtain
the amplitude and shape of the measured deformations. The second simulation is thus a back analysis.
It is obvious that the rock parameters selected for
the first simulation underestimated the number of
fissures. To mention that the adopted parameters
were based on general properties of the striated
gneiss without taking into consideration local properties of the rocks in the Val Termine profile and
the decrease of the number of fissures with the
depth. The local behaviour of the rocks near the
surface is certainly the origin of the larger measured
deformations compared to the computed value. The
second simulation modifies the rock parameter to
better fit the measurements. New characteristics are
allocated to the striated gneiss. The modified gneiss
will be called the “surface gneiss”.
8.1. Surface Gneiss
The material used in the second calculation defined
as “surface gneiss” has a higher density of fissures
than the striated gneiss. The distance between the
contact points of the fissures or the distance between the asperities is reduced in comparison to
striated gneiss. The initial opening of the fissures
was also reduced in order to maintain nearly unchanged the hydraulic properties of the rock mass.
The parameters of Surface Gneiss are given in Table 3 and may be compared with the parameters
adopted for the Striated Gneiss that are presented in
section 5.3. The modification of the fissures parameters was thus not arbitrary but was carried out
in order to keep the hydraulic conductivities similar
to the previous analysis. Fissured surface gneiss has
the same set of fissures as the striated gneiss as
shown in Table 3. The spacing, opening and distance of contact points are reduced in comparison to
the striated gneiss.
Set
KS
KIa
KIb
KII

e [mm]
0.18
0.35
0.35
0.35

d [mm]
88
177
177
177

a [mm]
21
42
42
42

Table 3. Main parameters adopted for the “surface gneiss”

8.2. Results of the second analysis
The calculation procedure adopted for the second
analysis is identical to the first one. Only the assumed infiltration rate applied to the surface was
doubled due to the permeability increase of the
“surface gneiss” if compared with the previous rock

model. The annual mean infiltration increased thus
from 100 to 200 mm/year over the total model surface. Increasing the mean annual infiltration in the
same order as the permeability increase of the rock
mass results in unchanged profiles of the water tables if compared to the first analysis. The calculated
deformation using the “surface gneiss” parameters
corresponds to the measured deformation in shape
and in amplitude. Figure 11 shows the transversal
surface deformations in August and April. The deformations of the flanks of the valley are amplified
to make them visible on the figure. The lower valley
point is taken as a reference point for the deformation and appears immobile.

Fig. 11. Calculated surface transversal deformations in April
and August using adapted fissures parameters.

9. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the present study was to identify the
causes of some relevant cyclic deformations of the
Val Termine valley flanks. The analyses carried out
using the FES model have proven that the measured
cyclic deformations of the Val Termine valley
flanks are due to seasonal variations of the water
table. In general terms measures and calculations
thus confirm that rock masses affected by cyclic
variations of the water table may show elastic deformations. These deformations are mainly due to
the opening and closing of the fissures caused by a
changing stress state. The amount of the occurring
deformations depends from the seasonal water table
variations as well as from the mechanical and hydraulic properties of the fissured rock mass.
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